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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel light field image compression scheme using multi-branch spatial transformer networks based view synthesis. Firstly, a
sparse subset of views are selected and are rearranged into a pseudo sequence to be encoded by an video codec at encoder. Then the other unselected
views are synthesized based on the similarity between neighboring views with our proposed method at decoder. A multi-branch spatial transformer
networks (MSTN) is designed to adaptively learn the affine transformations between the neighboring views, which are used to warp the input views to
generate accurate approximation of the target views. Moreover, to better obtain the final view by the generated approximation views, the Wasserstein
generative adversarial networks(WGAN) is applied with the improved training.

Proposed Scheme

A multi-branch spatial transformer networks (MSTN) is designed to warp the input views to generate
the approximation of the unencoded view by affine transformation. MSTN utilizes p surrounding (p
equals the number of branches) views as inputs for the multi-branches, each of which shares the same
network structure design but with different weights and bias. The warped views can be represented as:

After transforming the neighboring views of the unencoded view
via MSTN, Wasserstein GAN(WGAN) is further utilized to learn the
relationship between the transformed image of p-branches and the
unencoded view. The unencoded view is estimated from a set of
input features including all the transformed images. WGAN tends to
directly learn the mapping between such two spaces with the
objective of minimizing L2 distance between the unencoded view
and the output of WGAN. Both adversarial loss and mean square
loss are adopted in our final model to guarantee the high quality
signal restoration as well as perceptual quality of our scheme.

Experimental Results

The EPFL LF image dataset is chosen for training and evaluation. Specifically, twelve LF images from EPFL
dataset are selected for testing. For the LF image pre-processing, the lenslet images in these datasets are
firstly decomposed into 4-D structure to obtain views. Only the internal 9×9 views are adopted because of
the significant decomposed distortion of the other views. The bit depth of these views is 8 bits and the color
space is YUV420. To accelerate the convergence of model during the training process, patches of size 32×32
with a stride of 31 pixels are extracted from the full images. All of the image values are normalized to the unit
interval [0, 1]. Mini-batches of size 64 is used to get the best trade-off between speed and convergence. Our
networks’ weights are randomly initialized by the random method.
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